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Introduction {#mbt212340-sec-0001}
============

Acquisition of energy is an indispensable activity for all living organisms. Most organisms, including human beings, conserve energy through respiration, with organic compounds and oxygen gas as the electron donor and acceptor respectively. In contrast, many microorganisms have the ability to utilize diverse inorganic compounds as the substrates for respiration. Furthermore, some particular microorganisms have the ability to acquire energy through transferring electrons to or from extracellular solid compounds. This microbial metabolism is specifically termed as 'extracellular electron transfer (EET)' (Gralnick and Newman, [2007](#mbt212340-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Richter *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). In addition to naturally occurring metal minerals, microorganisms harbouring EET abilities can utilize artificial conductive materials, including graphite and metal electrodes, as the electron donor or acceptor (Bond and Lovley, [2003](#mbt212340-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Gregory *et al*., [2004](#mbt212340-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). This microbial activity has received considerable attention for biotechnological applications, including bioremediation of toxic metals and diverse bioelectrochemical systems (Arends and Verstraete, [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Logan and Rabaey, [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Kato, [2015](#mbt212340-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Besides, recent studies have disclosed that some microorganisms utilize zero‐valent metallic iron as their electron donor via EET metabolisms, which stimulates iron corrosion under anoxic conditions. This review introduces the basic knowledge in microbial EET metabolisms and the recent research progresses on the relevance of microbial EET to iron corrosion.

Microbial EET {#mbt212340-sec-0002}
=============

As for commonly characterized energy metabolisms, microorganisms first must incorporate substrates for respiration into their cells, where oxidation and reduction of substrates proceed. In contrast, special molecular mechanisms are required for EET‐based energy metabolisms, since microorganisms cannot incorporate solid materials into their cells. Mechanisms of microbial EET can be categorized into either direct or indirect manners. In the direct EET, microorganisms attach to solid surfaces, to or from which they directly transfer electrons (Fig. [1](#mbt212340-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). The molecular mechanisms for the direct EET have been intensively investigated for some iron‐reducing and iron‐oxidizing bacteria, including *Geobacter sulfurreducens*,*Shewanella oneidensis* and *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans* (Stams *et al*., [2006](#mbt212340-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Weber *et al*., [2006](#mbt212340-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Shi *et al*., [2007](#mbt212340-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Castelle *et al*., [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). These microorganisms utilize metal‐containing redox proteins, such as *c*‐type cytochromes and rusticyanin, to electrically connect intracellular respiratory chains and extracellular solid materials. Furthermore, *G. sulfurreducens* and *S. oneidensis* were reported to produce conductive filamentous apparatus (pili and outer membrane extensions, respectively) that are specifically termed as 'nanowires' (Reguera *et al*., [2005](#mbt212340-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Gorby *et al*., [2006](#mbt212340-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Pirbadian *et al*., [2014](#mbt212340-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). These microorganisms have the ability to transfer electrons to or from distantly located solid materials using the filaments as 'electric wire' (Fig. [1](#mbt212340-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B).

In contrast, some microorganisms indirectly transfer electrons to or from solid compounds using diffusible redox chemicals, referred to as electron mediators (Watanabe *et al*., [2009](#mbt212340-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). Microorganisms reduce (or oxidize) intracellular electron mediators, after which the reduced (or oxidized) electron mediators diffuse out of the cell to solid surfaces and donate (or accept) electrons, and then the oxidized (or reduced) mediators return back into the cells and are again utilized as respiratory substrates (Fig. [1](#mbt212340-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). Some microorganisms have the ability to synthesize low‐molecular‐weight organic compounds that work as electron mediators, including phenazine compounds and flavin derivatives (Rabaey *et al*., [2004](#mbt212340-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Marsili *et al*., [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). Naturally occurring (e.g. humic substances) and artificial (e.g. quinone derivatives, ferrocene derivatives) redox chemicals can also work as electron mediators to propel microbial EET (Jiang and Kappler, [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Watanabe *et al*., [2009](#mbt212340-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Nishio *et al*., [2013](#mbt212340-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). The reader is referred to several excellent review articles on the mechanisms of direct and indirect EET (Hernandez and Newman, [2001](#mbt212340-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Shi *et al*., [2007](#mbt212340-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Lovley, [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Thrash and Coates, [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Watanabe *et al*., [2009](#mbt212340-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}; Richter *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

Isolated strains identified as EMIC‐inducing microorganisms

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Metabolic group\                      Isolation sources        Phylogeny               References              
  Strain name                                                                                                    
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sulfate‐reducing bacteria                                                                                      

  '*Desulfopila corrodens*' IS4         Marine sediment          *Deltaproteobacteria*   *Desulfobulbaceae*      Dinh and colleagues ([2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"})

  '*Desulfovibrio ferrophilus*' IS5     Marine sediment          *Deltaproteobacteria*   *Desulfovibrionaceae*   Dinh and colleagues ([2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"})

  Methanogenic archaea                                                                                           

  *Methanobacterium* sp. IM1            Marine sediment          *Euryarchaeota*         *Methanobacteriaceae*   Dinh and colleagues ([2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"})

  *Methanococcus maripaludis* KA1       Crude‐oil storage tank   *Euryarchaeota*         *Methanococcaceae*      Uchiyama and colleagues ([2010](#mbt212340-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"})

  *Methanococcus maripaludis* Mic1c10   Crude‐oil storage tank   *Euryarchaeota*         *Methanococcaceae*      Mori and colleagues ([2010](#mbt212340-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"})

  Acetogenic bacteria                                                                                            

  *Sporomusa* sp. GT1                   Rice paddy field         *Firmicutes*            *Veillonellaceae*       Kato and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"})

  Nitrate‐reducing bacteria                                                                                      

  *Bacillus licheniformis* ATCC 14580   Soil                     *Firmicutes*            *Bacillaceae*           Xu and colleagues ([2013](#mbt212340-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"})

  *Prolixibacter* sp. MIC1‐1            Crude‐oil well           *Bacteroidetes*         *Prolixibacteraceae*    Iino and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"})
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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![The schematic images of three microbial EET mechanisms.\
A. Direct EET via outer membrane redox proteins.\
B. Direct EET via solid conductive matrix (e.g. conductive pili).\
C. Indirect EET via an electron mediator compound (M ~red~/M ~ox~).](MBT2-9-141-g001){#mbt212340-fig-0001}

![The schematic images of the iron corrosion mechanisms. Spontaneous, oxidative dissolution of metallic iron into ferrous iron (the anodic reaction) is the first step of corrosion in all of the cases.\
A. Under oxic conditions, electrons derived from iron oxidation are consumed by reduction of O~2~ (the cathodic reaction).\
B. Under anoxic conditions, the possible cathodic reaction is the reduction of H ^+^ into H ~2~, while the corrosion rate is quite low.\
C. CMIC‐inducing SRB reduce sulfate into corrosive H~2~S, which stimulate the cathodic reaction and hence iron corrosion. In this case, SRB requires exogenous electron donors (ED, such as lactate and H ~2~) to reduce sulfate and acquire energy.\
D. EMIC‐inducing microorganisms directly utilize electrons in metallic iron as the electron donor to stimulate iron corrosion. Sulfate reduction, methanogenesis, acetogenesis and nitrate reduction were reported as the electron‐accepting reactions (EA~red~/EA~ox~).](MBT2-9-141-g002){#mbt212340-fig-0002}

![Corrosion products formed by EMIC‐inducing microorganisms.\
A. Non‐inoculated control.\
B. An iron‐corroding enrichment culture under sulfate‐reducing conditions.\
C. An iron‐corroding enrichment culture under acetogenic conditions.](MBT2-9-141-g003){#mbt212340-fig-0003}

Microorganisms and corrosion of iron {#mbt212340-sec-0003}
====================================

Corrosion of iron is an electrochemical process consisting of oxidation of metallic iron to ferrous ion (anodic reaction, Eq. [(1)](#mbt212340-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and reduction of electron acceptor compounds (cathodic reaction):$$\text{Fe}^{2 +} + 2e^{-}\leftrightarrow{\text{Fe}\mspace{720mu}(0)};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = - 0.47\mspace{720mu} V,$$where −0.47 V references the standard hydrogen electrode (the same applies hereafter). In oxic environments, the cathodic reaction is reduction of oxygen (Eq. [(2)](#mbt212340-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and corrosion rate is relatively high (Fig. [2](#mbt212340-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A):$$O_{2} + 4e^{-} + 2{H_{2}O}\leftrightarrow{4\text{OH}^{-}};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = + 0.82\mspace{720mu} V.$$In contrast, the most common electron consuming reaction under anoxic condition is proton reduction to hydrogen gas (Eq. [(3)](#mbt212340-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) (Fig. [2](#mbt212340-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B):$$2H^{+} + 2e^{-}\leftrightarrow H_{2};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = - 0.41\mspace{720mu} V.$$Theoretically, iron corrosion in anoxic environments does not become a serious problem, since the proton reduction reaction on iron surfaces is usually a particularly slow reaction. However, iron corrosion under anoxic conditions has often been reported, and in most cases it is thought to be mediated by microbial metabolic activities (Lee *et al*., [1995](#mbt212340-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Hamilton, [2003](#mbt212340-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Beech and Sunner, [2004](#mbt212340-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Videla and Herrera, [2005](#mbt212340-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}).

Corrosion of iron caused by microbial metabolism is specifically termed as microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) or biocorrosion. Microbiologically influenced corrosion under anaerobic conditions often damages energy infrastructures, including crude oil reservoir tanks and underground oil and gas pipelines, causing enormous economic losses. The microorganisms first identified as MIC‐inducers were sulfate‐reducing bacteria (SRB) (Gaines, [1910](#mbt212340-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Sulfate‐reducing bacteria produce hydrogen sulfide through reduction of sulfate (Eq. [(4)](#mbt212340-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with various organic compounds and often H~2~ as the source of reducing equivalents:$$\text{SO}_{4}^{2 -} + {10H^{+}} + 8e^{-}\leftrightarrow{H_{2}S} + {4H_{2}O};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = - 0.22\mspace{720mu} V.$$Hydrogen sulfide is a highly oxidative chemical and is known to react with metallic iron to generate iron sulfide (Eq. [(5)](#mbt212340-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$${H_{2}S} + \text{Fe}^{0}\rightarrow{\text{FeS} + H_{2}}.$$This process enhances corrosion of iron (Fig. [2](#mbt212340-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C). Similarly, other microorganisms that secrete corrosive chemicals such as organic acids also stimulate corrosion of iron (Little *et al*., [2001](#mbt212340-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Usher *et al*., [2014](#mbt212340-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). This manner of MIC, i.e. stimulation of the cathodic reaction by microbial metabolic end‐products, is referred to as chemical MIC (CMIC; Enning *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}).

In contrast, acceleration of cathodic reactions via consumption of cathodic electrons, often referred to as cathodic depolarization, had been believed as one of the most prominent causes of MIC (Wolzogen Kühr, [1961](#mbt212340-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Microorganisms consuming H~2~ abiotically generated on iron surfaces (Eq. [(3)](#mbt212340-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) coupled with sulfate reduction (Eq. [(4)](#mbt212340-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) or methanogenesis (Eq. [(6)](#mbt212340-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}) were considered to induce cathodic depolarization (King and Miller, [1971](#mbt212340-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Daniels *et al*., [1987](#mbt212340-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}):$$\text{HCO}_{3}^{-} + {9H^{+}} + 8e^{-}\leftrightarrow{\text{CH}_{4} + 3H_{2}O};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = - 0.24\mspace{720mu} V.$$However, stimulation of anaerobic corrosion via H~2~ consumption has been viewed critically (Hardy, [1983](#mbt212340-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), and recent studies revealed that H~2~ consumption itself is not sufficient to induce fatal iron corrosion as often observed in actual fields (Dinh *et al*., [2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Mori *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). These studies implied that only microorganisms with EET ability, which enables efficient uptake of electrons from metallic iron, can stimulate the cathodic reaction and hence iron corrosion (Fig. [2](#mbt212340-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}D). This manner of MIC, i.e. stimulation of the cathodic reaction by consuming cathodic electrons as the metabolic energy sources, is referred to as electrical MIC (EMIC) (Enning *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). In the following sections, specific examples of microorganisms causing EMIC are introduced and their putative EET mechanisms are discussed.

Microorganisms inducing EMIC {#mbt212340-sec-0004}
============================

So far microorganisms in four different metabolic groups (SRB, methanogenic archaea, acetogenic bacteria and nitrate‐reducing bacteria) are elucidated as EMIC‐inducers (Table [1](#mbt212340-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). In this section, specific examples of the EMIC‐inducing microorganisms are introduced.

SRB {#mbt212340-sec-0005}
---

As introduced in the previous section, SRB is known as one of the most prominent bacteria to cause anaerobic MIC, mainly via production of corrosive chemical H~2~S. In addition to the indirect mechanisms, recent research disclosed that some SRB strains stimulate corrosion via more direct manners. Dinh and colleagues ([2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}) reported enrichment and isolation of two novel SRB strains from marine sediment using metallic iron as the sole electron donor. These isolated strains, subsequently denominated as '*Desulfopila corrodens*' strain IS4 and '*Desulfovibrio ferrophilus*' strain IS5 (Enning *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), reduced sulfate with concomitant oxidation of metallic iron much faster than abiotic H~2~ generation in an organic matter‐free medium. In contrast, the closely related SRB with efficient H~2~‐utilizing abilities did not show such activities (Dinh *et al*., [2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Gittel *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). So far, EMIC‐inducing abilities in SRB have been identified in only a limited number of strains in the deltaproteobacterial families *Desulfovibrionaceae* and *Desulfobulbaceae* (Enning and Garrelfs, [2014](#mbt212340-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). These reports suggest that the EMIC‐inducing SRBs have special molecular mechanisms for electron uptake from metallic iron, and the ability is a species and/or strains‐specific trait rather than universal in SRB. Under sulfate‐reducing conditions, black mineral crust mainly consisting of iron sulfide minerals is generally formed as corrosion products (Enning *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [3](#mbt212340-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

Methanogenic archaea {#mbt212340-sec-0006}
--------------------

Methane production by methanogenic archaea (Eq. [(6)](#mbt212340-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is a major microbial metabolism in anoxic environments, especially in sulfate‐depleted zones. Participation of microbial methanogenesis to cathodic depolarization and anaerobic MIC was proposed in the 1980s (Daniels *et al*., [1987](#mbt212340-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). The first direct evidence for an EMIC‐inducing methanogen was reported by Dinh and colleagues ([2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). A new methanogenic strain, *Methanobacterium* sp. strain IM1, isolated from marine sediment, was shown to grow and produce methane with metallic iron as the sole electron source, and stimulate corrosion of iron (Dinh *et al*., [2004](#mbt212340-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). Another research group in Japan also isolated EMIC‐inducing methanogenic strains, namely *Methanococcus maripaludis* strain KA1 and strain Mic1c10, from crude oil reservoir tanks (Mori *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Uchiyama *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, authentic hydrogenotrophic methanogens closely related to these EMIC‐inducing methanogens did not grow well on and produce methane from metallic iron, indicating that the corrosive ability is a limited trait for certain methanogenic archaea.

Acetogenic bacteria {#mbt212340-sec-0007}
-------------------

Acetogenic bacteria have the abilities to conserve energy via the reductive acetyl‐CoA pathway, by which acetate is produced through reduction of carbon dioxide (Eq. [(7)](#mbt212340-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$${2\text{HCO}_{3}^{-} + 9H^{+}} + 8e^{-}\leftrightarrow{\text{CH}_{3}\text{COO}^{-} + 4H_{2}O};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = - 0.28\mspace{720mu} V.$$Acetogenic bacteria generally utilize hydrogen gas or certain organic compounds as the source of reducing equivalents. While engagement of microbial acetogenesis for anaerobic MIC in low‐sulfate environments was postulated (Suflita *et al*., [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), the direct evidence had not been demonstrated. Recently, Mand and colleagues ([2014](#mbt212340-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated acetate production in microbial enrichment cultures with metallic iron as the sole electron source, from which bacteria closely related to known acetogenic bacterium (*Acetobacterium* sp.) were detected. Our research group also enriched acetogenic microbial communities with metallic iron as the sole energy source (Kato *et al*., [2015](#mbt212340-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). The enriched communities produced acetate coupled with oxidation of metallic iron and produced significantly larger amount of ferrous iron than the abiotic controls. We eventually isolated *Sporomusa* sp. strain GT1 from the enrichments and demonstrated that the isolate acetogenetically grew on metallic iron and enhanced iron corrosion, while other well‐known acetogenic bacteria did not. In addition to the direct effects, the metabolism of acetogenic bacteria should cause another peripheral effects on iron corrosion. Most SRB cannot grow autotrophically and require organic compounds such as acetate as the carbon source. Hence, it is postulated that acetate generated by acetogenic bacteria indirectly enhances iron corrosion via stimulation of growth of CMIC‐ and/or EMIC‐inducing SRB (Mand *et al*., [2014](#mbt212340-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}).

Nitrate‐reducing bacteria (NRB) {#mbt212340-sec-0008}
-------------------------------

Reduction of nitrate (Eq. [(8)](#mbt212340-disp-0008){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is also a major microbial metabolism under anoxic conditions:$$\text{NO}_{3}^{-} + {2H^{+}} + 2e^{-}\leftrightarrow{\text{NO}_{2}^{-} + H_{2}O};\mspace{720mu} E_{0}^{pc\prime} = + 0.44\mspace{720mu} V.$$Recent studies revealed that particular NRB also causes EMIC. For instance, Xu and colleagues ([2013](#mbt212340-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated that *Bacillus licheniformis* ATCC 14580, a facultative NRB strain, stimulates corrosion of carbon steel under nitrate‐reducing conditions. Iino and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) isolated another EMIC‐causing NRB, *Prolixibacter* sp. strain MIC1‐1, which is the first corrosive representative belonging to the phylum *Bacteroidetes*. In addition to the ability of *Prolixibacter* sp. strain MIC1‐1 to utilize cathodic electrons in metallic iron as the electron donor, the metabolic end‐product, nitrite, which is known as a strong corrosive compound (Lin *et al*., [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}), appears to induce severe corrosion (Iino *et al*., [2015](#mbt212340-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Nitrate injection into oil and gas reservoirs has been used for mitigation of souring and MIC caused by SRB, since it promotes growth of NRB and in turn suppresses growth of SRB (Gieg *et al*., [2011](#mbt212340-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). However, the discovery of MIC‐inducing NRB led to the revelation that supplementation of nitrate may risk inducing NRB‐assisted corrosion. In contrast to sulfate‐reducing conditions, greyish mineral crust mainly containing iron carbonate and iron phosphate is generally formed as corrosion products under methanogenic, acetogenic and nitrate‐reducing conditions (Uchiyama *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Iino *et al*., [2015](#mbt212340-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [3](#mbt212340-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

How do corrosive microorganisms uptake electrons from metallic iron? {#mbt212340-sec-0009}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The EMIC‐inducing microorganisms should have either direct or indirect EET abilities to efficiently uptake electrons from metallic iron. Physiological and electrochemical analyses have disclosed that the corrosive SRB strains (*Desulfopila corrodens* strain IS4 and *Desulfovibrio ferrophilus* strain IS5) appear to directly uptake electrons from metallic iron (Enning *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Venzlaff *et al*., [2013](#mbt212340-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Production of the mineral crust (containing FeS, FeCO~3~ and Mg/CaCO~3~) with semiconductor‐like properties by the EMIC‐inducing SRB also supports this assumption. Deng and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}) electrochemically demonstrated that the corrosive SRB *Desulfovibrio ferrophilus* strain IS5 is capable of extracting electrons from an inert electrode without consuming H~2~ as an electron carrier. Similarly, Beese‐Vasbender and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) reported that the corrosive methanogen *Methanobacterium* sp. strain IM1 generates cathodic current and produces methane at an electrode potential of −0.4 V, which is much more positive than the potential required for H~2~ production on a graphite cathode. Furthermore, Iino and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) confirmed that the *Prolixibacter* sp. strain MIC1‐1 does not have ability to oxidize H~2~, while this strain showed high EMIC activities coupled with nitrate reduction. These studies indicate that at least a part of EMIC‐causing microorganisms have the abilities for direct EET, while the molecular mechanisms remain unknown.

There are some reports on the relevance of indirect EET to EMIC. In the indirect EET, electron mediator molecules are required to achieve electron transfer from metallic iron to microbial cells. Zhang and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated that exogenous addition of electron mediators \[riboflavin and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)\] accelerates corrosion of stainless steel by *Desulfovibrio vulgaris*. Some EET‐harbouring microorganisms such as *Shewanella* spp. were reported to produce and excrete riboflavin and FAD to facilitate their EET activities (Marsili *et al*., [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Brutinel and Gralnick, [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). These findings suggest that electron mediators secreted by microorganisms themselves facilitate EMIC, although there has been no direct evidence yet. Naturally occurring inorganic chemicals are another candidate of electron mediators facilitating EMIC. Manganese‐oxidizing bacteria were reported to conduct this type of corrosion (Dickinson *et al*., [1997](#mbt212340-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Ashassi‐Sorkhabi *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). In this case, oxidized forms of manganese \[Mn(III/IV)\] consume cathodic electrons in metallic iron and is reduced to Mn(II), which is oxidized back to Mn(III/IV) by manganese‐oxidizing bacteria. Iodide‐oxidizing bacteria isolated from brine in an iodide production facility stimulate iron corrosion in a similar manner with redox coupling of I^−^/I~2~ (Wakai *et al*., [2014](#mbt212340-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}).

Hydrogen gas is also a possible candidate of an electron mediator molecule. As discussed above, however, a number of studies showed that microorganisms that simply consume H~2~ do not induce significant corrosion of iron. Recently, Deutzmann and colleagues ([2015](#mbt212340-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) demonstrated a novel mechanism for electron uptake from metallic iron with hydrogen gas (and possibly formate) as an important intermediate. They discovered that cell‐free spent culture medium of a corrosive methanogen *Methanococcus maripaludis* strain MM901 accelerated H~2~ (and formate) generation from metallic iron, while that of a hydrogenase‐deficient mutant did not. This study suggests that surface‐associated redox enzymes, such as hydrogenases and formate dehydrogenase, are sufficient to mediate an apparent electron uptake that enhances iron corrosion.

The EET mechanisms for EMIC remains controversial, and it may be highly possible that each EMIC‐inducing microorganism utilizes completely different EET strategies. Also in the research field of bioelectrochemistry, the molecular mechanisms of microbial electron uptake from cathodes are much more enigmatic rather than the opposite reaction, i.e. microbial electron injection to anodes (Rosenbaum *et al*., [2011](#mbt212340-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). Further research with multiple viewpoints, including microbial physiology, genomics, molecular biology and electrochemistry, is required to understand how EMIC‐inducers efficiently uptake electrons from metallic iron.

Concluding remarks {#mbt212340-sec-0010}
==================

The studies on MIC in the last decades have demonstrated that physiologically and phylogenetically diverse microorganisms, including SRB (*Proteobacteria*), methanogens (*Euryarchaeota*), acetogens (*Firmicutes*) and NRB (*Firmicutes* and *Bacteroidetes*), stimulate iron corrosion via their EET metabolisms. Further investigation on these microorganisms, especially on their EET mechanisms, and also identification of novel EMIC‐causing microorganisms will lead to technological development for MIC mitigation. In addition, EMIC‐causing microorganisms can potentially be utilized as novel biocatalysts. Microbial electron uptake from solid materials is being pursued as biocatalysts for cathode reactions in diverse microbial electrochemical systems (Rabaey and Rozendal, [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Erable *et al*., [2012](#mbt212340-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Kim *et al*., [2015](#mbt212340-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Based on this idea, cathodic methane production by a corrosive methanogen has already been examined (Beese‐Vasbender *et al*., [2015](#mbt212340-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). Close relatives of a corrosive acetogen are also being investigated as biocatalysts for conversion on electrical energy into liquid fuels (Nevin *et al*., [2011](#mbt212340-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}).

Considering that almost all metallic iron has been recently introduced into environments by human activities, EMIC reaction, namely utilization of metallic iron as an electron donor of respiration, is an enigmatic metabolism from the viewpoint of evolution. One plausible explanation is that EMIC reaction is due to the promiscuous usage of other analogous metabolisms. Our group recently demonstrated that electrically conductive metal minerals, which abundantly exist in natural environments (Hochella *et al*., [2008](#mbt212340-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Nakamura *et al*., [2010a](#mbt212340-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}), serve as an electron source and sink for some EET‐harbouring microorganisms (Nakamura *et al*., [2009](#mbt212340-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; [2010b](#mbt212340-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Kato *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#mbt212340-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, a novel microbial symbiotic metabolism, in which electrons released by one microorganism are transferred to another via electric current flowing through biological and mineralogical solid materials, has recently been demonstrated (Summers *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Kato *et al*., [2012a](#mbt212340-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Diverse kinds of microorganisms, including NRB, ferric iron reducers, methanogens and dehalorespirators, have been reported to participate in the electron‐consuming part of the symbiotic process (Summers *et al*., [2010](#mbt212340-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Kato *et al*., [2012a](#mbt212340-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"},[b](#mbt212340-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Aulenta *et al*., [2013](#mbt212340-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Further studies on EMIC will also give novel insights for ecological and evolutional aspects of microbial EET.
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